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CBPF – R&D
Experimental, Theoretical and Applied
• High Energy Physics and Astroparticles

• Materials and condensed matter
• Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
• Biophysics and Biomaterials

• Statistical Mechanics and Complex Systems
• Information and Quantum Computing
• Cosmology and Gravitation
• Signal Processing and Artificial Intelligence
• Scientific Instrumentation

Astrophysics and Deep Learning
Astrophysics presents several challenges in terms of data Volume, Variety, Velocity (3 Vs in Big Data).
It also comprises a set of heterogenous and incomplete (complex) datasets.

Machine Learning (and in particular the expertise of our group Deep Learning) can act in several situations such as:
Search, Classification, Modelling.
Such tasks are also present in industry challenges!!!

Strong Lensing Search
The Challenge:
Classify 100k images using up to four channels (VIS, NISP J, Y and H – Euclid-like).

To test the algorithm we have 100k simulated images which contains all sorts of problems in the imaging system.
There was no information on how the images were simulated.
Each team developed different algorithms, mostly based in Deep Learning.

Why we need to find Strong Lenses?
(Dark) Matter distribution in inner cluster regions
• Gravitational telescopes to investigate
faint galaxies at high redshift
• Einsten General Relativity Tests
• Cosmological probe
•

Strong Lensing Search
Our solution integrates images with diferente resolutions (VIS band with higher resolution and HJY with lower resolution).
We concate them inside a state-of-art scalabe Deep Neural Network algorithm for computer vision, EfficientNet

Strong Lensing Search
Our solution integrates images with different resolutions (VIS band with higher resolution
and HJY with lower resolution).
We concate them inside a state-of-art scalabe Deep Neural Network algorithm for computer
vision, EfficientNet.

Bom et al; MNRAS; 2022

Blazar/AGN Classification
A blazar is an active galactic nucleus (AGN) with a relativistic jet directed very nearly towards
an observer. Its standard identification is a manual procedure, usually depends upon
heterogeneous multiwavelength coverage.
This is a sequence (curve) classification (flux x frequency), no images. From radio to gammarays.

Artist’s impression

Fraga et al.; "Deep learning Blazar classification based on multifrequency spectral energy distribution data", MNRAS; 2021

Blazar/AGN Classification
Our solution in this curve classification problem, was to use networks that works on
sequences, like the ones used in text translation; a recurrent neural network. More specifically a
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM).

Fraga et al.; "Deep learning Blazar classification based on multifrequency spectral energy distribution data", MNRAS; 2021

Transient Classification from LSST

(*) Legacy Survey of Space and Time

We now are using several Deep Learning solutions to classify not SED (flux x frequency) but
also optical light curves (magnitude x days) from Vera Rubin Alerts. Including AGN variability
and objects that might be the sources of gravitational wave events, like Kilonovas

Modelling Strong Lenses
By using Probabilistic Deep Learning (Normalizing Flows, Bayesian Deep Learning), we also
model physical systems such as Strong Lenses.

1,2 and 3 sigma of velocity dispersion. A quantity
directly connected with mass distribution . For a
simple SL model:

R&D cooperation with Petrobras
I.

Artificial Intelligence in Image Profiles, Seismic and Petrographic data

II.

NMR and pore structure simulation

Team dedicated to
research and
innovation at CBPF

III. Instrumentation and HPC with multiGPU

I - PetroIA

II - PetroSim

III - PetroInst

Petrographic thin section analysis & Artificial Intelligence
Estimation of Granulometry in sedimentary rock samples

Granada

Granulometry via Image Processing
▪ Non-destructive procedure
▪ Relatively fast, allowing analysis of many samples
▪ Maximum precision of the petrographic measures
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Petrographic thin section analysis & Artificial Intelligence
Classification or Clustering of grain images using non/supervised algorithm
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Petrographic thin section analysis & Artificial Intelligence
Lithologic classification (thin section) using Stacked Deep AutoEncoder (SAE) + Optimization Algorithm
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HYPERPARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

Input images
for training

Grainstone

nn_param_choices = {
'nb_neurons': [48,64,128,256], #quantidade de neurônios das camadas encoder
'nb_layers': [1, 2, 3,4], #quantidade de camadas encoder
'activation': ['relu', 'tanh', 'sigmoid'],
'optimizer': ['rmsprop', 'adam', 'sgd', 'adagrad‘],
'nb_neurons_flat': [100,150,200], #quantidade de neurônios da camada flatten

Auto
Machine
Learning

Genetic
Algorithm

•
•
•
•

Search for the best solution to a problem
Manipulates a population of individuals
Individuals are possible solutions
Individuals are combined (croosver) with
each other
• The combined individuals may or may not
mutate
• Populations evolve through successive
generations until they find the optimal
solution

Fitness Function-> Mean Square Error validation set

Petrographic thin section analysis & Artificial Intelligence
Lithologic classification (thin section) using Stacked Deep Autoencoder + Optimization Algorithm

GR
MU
Grainstone (GR) = 228 images

Mudstone (MU) = 48 images

PA
WA

GR
Packstone (PA) = 228 images

Wackstone (WA) = 180 images

Faria E. L. et al.; “Lithology identification in carbonate thin section images of the Brazilian presalt reservoirs by the computational vision and deep learning”; Computational Geosciences;
submitted 2022.
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Target class

Model accuracy of 96.1%

resistivity

ultrasonic

The impact score (IS) 2021 of JPSE is 4.97

Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering 170 (2018) 315–330

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.petrol.2018.06.038

Artificial Intelligence/Machine
Learning technique that estimates
permeability/porosity from
ultrasound and resistivity images.

TWO STAGE APPOACH:
The first characterizes the image in
terms of relevant attributes.
The second stage uses another
Artificial Intelligence model to
obtain the permeability/porosity.

Method Organization Chart

ultrasonic

µresistivity

Effective
porosity

Permeability

Orange Lines:
Reference values used
for training
Blue Lines:
Reference values used
exclusively to compare
with the network result
Yellow Lines:
Values predicted by the
neural network

Predicted
Permeability

The impact score (IS) 2021 of JPSE is 4.97

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.petrol.2021.108361

In a more recent paper, we
worked on characterizing
errors, using a Bayesian
Artificial Intelligence approach.

In this case, we achieved a
correlation greater than 99% in
a pre-salt well. In addition, it
was possible to estimate the
error in each region of the well.

Reference Permeability
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Perm and Porosity correlation
compared to plug,
In a Pre-salt Carbonate
No human intervention!

Perm

Seismic analysis & Artificial Intelligence
Seismic Velocity-Model building (VM)
Conventional inversion method based on physical models:
Seismic Data

Predicted VM

• Time consuming
• Computationally expensive

INVERSION METHOD
BASED ON COMPLEX
PHYSICAL MODELS

• and there is always a need for human
iteration

Deep Learning Inversion – Automatic seismic Velocity-Model building (VM)
• are based on big-data training;
Seismic Data

Predicted VM

DEEP LEARNING
INVERSION

• in the training phase, the network establishes a
nonlinear projection from the multi-shot seismic
data to the corresponding velocity models
(requires more time).
• However, during the prediction phase, the
trained network can be used to estimate the
velocity models from the new input seismic data
in real time.
• No human iteration.

Klatt, M. et al.; "Deep learning strategy for salt model building", GEO-2021-0362 (Geophysics); submitted 2022;

Salt-geometries with Deep Learning
Deep Learning to predict the salt-geometries

Salt model data form SEG (Society of Exploration Geophysicists)
Predicted Salt Geom.

Target Salt Geom.

Seismic Migrated Data

DEEP LEARNING
NN

Velocity Model

Salt Mask

Submitted 2022
Ana Paula O. Muller, et al.; “Complete identification of complex salt-geometries from
inaccurate migrated images using Deep Learning”; GEO-2021-0362 (Geophysics);

Results is currently on
statistical validation on
real industry cases
where the salt geometry
was poorly defined by
traditional methods.

NEW MULTIGPUS COMPUTER
INSTRUMENTS AND SYSTEMS FOR AIDLnG
Development of multiGPUs technologies tuned to the characteristics of different data sets

IA multiGPU Lab

These technologies contribute to the testing, fast prototyping and feasibility study of AI models

Sci.minds allow tunning performance parameters
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Classification, Simulations and Forecasts
We participated and won the International Astrophysics Challenge / 2020
International challenge to identify gravitational lensing systems in simulated images.
The team working for the industry contributed to the scientific project.

Submitted
2022

https://portal.cbpf.br/pt-br/ultimas-noticias/grupo-do-cbpf-vence-desafiointernacional

EXPERTISE, TEAM & INFRASTRUCTURE
TEAM WITH EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN PD&I
• Several articles published in physics, engineering and geosciences
• Experience in filing patents with Petrobras
• Winner of the last International Astrophysics Datachallenge in 2020
• Participation in several national and international R&D projects
• International insertion in strategic themes of Physics and technological
development.

IA multiGPU Lab

Laboratório de Computação e
Inteligência Artificial do CBPF

CBPF COMPUTING AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LAB
• Infrastructure developed locally and dedicated FULLTIME to the Project:
▪ 75 GPUs (522.752 #Cores; 1.3TB RAM), 110TB storage and
10Gbps connection with the internet.
• Cooperation projects with industry (Petrobras, startups, etc.)
26
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